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PHILBRICK MODEL RP OPERATIONAL MANIFOLD
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION. The Model RP Operational Manifold is a "B etter
Breadboard" - — a self-contained, m iniature console designed for fast, economical,
efficient experijr sta tio n , simulation,' and instruction in the practical application of
the solid-state Operational Amplifier. Provided with receptacles that accept five plug
in Operational Amplifiers of the Philbrick Style P*, a color-coded jack field is associated
with each of these five am plifier positions to perm it convenient installation of passive
circuit elem ents, and interconnection of elem ents, circuits, and am plifier stages, using
standard plugs, links, components, and leads. (Several Accessory Kits, containing
selected connection hardware and components for use with the Manifold, are available
at reasonable cost . . . see the 'lection 2.6 for a description.
Two additional receptac1^ ~ h accommodate a larger Philbrick SP-size ^lug-in,
such as a Quadratic, I . thm ic, o r Sinusoidal Transconductor, or ev a ChopperStabilized high-gain am plifier. 1. ase additional sockets are intended to be used in
conjunction with (or in place of) the first and fifth Operational Amplifier Positions.
An independent (free-floati g) receptacle is also provided, accepting an additional 10pin plug-in module such as a P size Operational Amplifier, a Booster Amplifier, P~size
transconductor, o r any arbitrarily selected set of circuit elem ents pre-assem bled on an
OP-O Uncommitted Plug-in Unit. Numbered jacks adjacent to this independent socket
facilitate connection between this module and those of the basic five Operational Ampli
fiers.
The instrum ent features a built-in Dual Regulated DC Power Supply, wired to furnish
operating power to all plug-in elements at the eight different receptacles, and, within
lim itations, to external stages and c o n . rents as well.
1.2 MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION. As Figure 1-1 shows, the Model RP is completely
housed within a rectangular anodised-aluminum case having a sloping front panel, and
may be used v/ith equal facility either as a bench-mounting unit, or, by tilting the sloping
panel into the vertical plane (Figure 1-2), as a rack-m ounted unit. The standard walnut
end-bells are replaced by aluminum adaptor brackets for rack-mounting. The complete
instrum ent, less plug-in elem ents, m easures 18 inches wide, 7 inches high, and 7 inches
deep overall, and weighs 10 pounds.
* Model EP85AU Amplifiers are normally furnished, but any combination of units may
be ordered and used.

1.2.1 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS (POSITIONS 1 to 5).
Any combination of plug-in Operational Amplifiers of the Philbrick Style P can be
accommodated in the five 10-pin receptacles provided nt the base of the front pnnel.
Above each receptacle is an associated jack field containing eighteen color-oodod
tip jacks, internally connected in the relationship shown in Figure 1-3, for Operational
Amplifier Positions 2, 3, and 4.
1.2.2 DUAL RECEPTACLES (POSITIONS 1 and 5)
Operational Amplifier Positions 1 and 5 also employ the basic connection pattern of
Figure 1-3, but include connections with an upper receptacle on the panel as well,
as shown in Figure 1-4. This upper receptacle is equipped with two 15-pin edge
connectors that enable it to accept either a Philbrick SP-size Operational Amplifier
such as the SP65A or SP2A, or one of the Philbrick SP-size Operational Circuit Plug
ins, such as the Ou"'’
rlthm ic, or Sinusoidal Transconductors. (See Appendix
for Amplifier Chart iLiiL- -i. '.-iJww; ductor Bulletin 6220.)
As the diagram indicates, the signal paths of the SP65A Amplifier and P-Series Ampli
fier are essentially wired in p a rillel. Accordingly, Amplifier Positions 1 and 5 may each
be used in any of four ways:
a.

With the P-Series Amplifier inserted.
(Functions me as Positions 2, 3, and 4).

b.

With the P-Series Amplifier and Transconductor inserted.

c.

With the SP-Size Amplifier inserted.
(Functions sam e as Positions 2, 3, and 4 but with the superior
characteristics of a chopper-stabilized or param etric Operational
Amplifier).

d.

With certain SP-size Unit Operators that are complete Unit
O perators, containing integral Am plifiers.

1.2.3 AUXILIARY RECEPTACLE
Centered on the panel above the jack fields is an auxiliary 10-pin receptacle, with
its pins brought out to isolated tip jacks directly beneath it on the panel. This
receptacle will accept an additional P -size Operational Amplifier, C urrent Booster,
or Transconductor, or a special circuit mounted and wired on a 10-contact plug-in
card, enabling convenient interconnection of that plug-in with other Manifold circuits
via its panel jacks.

Dashed lines imprinted on the panel surface indicate the jum per connections
required for power and ground when an Operational Amplifier o r Booster occupies
this receptacle. Directly to the right of the receptacle are the AC Power ON-OFF
Switch, and a pair of Power Common jacks; to its left are jacks for 6.3 VAC
provided for energizing the choppers of Stabilized Amplifiers inserted in the upper
receptacles. When using stabilized am plifiers 1 kfi and 470 Q re sisto rs m ust be used
and connected as shown. When the 6. 3 VAC circuit is not required for Chopper drive,
it may be used as a convenient utility signal source of approximately 20 volts peak-topeak.
1.2.4 DC POWER SUPPLY
Positive and negative 15 VDC operating potentials and 6. 3 VAC chopper-drive voltage
are furnished to the Manifold circuits by a Model OSPR-30 Dual Regulated Power
Supply {Figure 1-5), mounted at the extrem e re a r of the chassis. AC line power is
brought into the unit through a 3-wire captive line cord, and a 0 .1-am pere fuse in a
rear-m ounted fuse holder.
1.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The discussion that follows will be confined to the functional relationships made
feasible by the provision of receptacles and jack fields, and by pre-w ired internal
connections. The (truly manifold) applications of the Model RP as an Analog bread
board will be explored in subsequent sections.
1.3.1 OPERATIONAL-AMPLIFIER POSITIONS.
Each of the five Operational-Amplifier receptacles is w ired internally to the instru
ment power supply, grounds, and panel jacks as indicated in Figure 1-6, providing
convenient access to its signal term inals. G round-return connection points, one to
HQ Ground ( symbol <7) and one to Power Common (symbol"^ ) , are provided to p er
mit compliance with the dictates of good Grounding practices. The m etal shield that
surrounds some plug-ins is grounded directly to the chassis. Pin 7 is connected to a
common bus that is used only when the Manifold is accommodating gated-am plifier
circuits. The signal input and output connections are straightforw ard, and are indicated
by the diagram imprinted on the panel.
1.3.1.1 A Note on Amplifier Selection. The Model EP85AU Operational Amplifier
normally furnished for use in the RP Manifold is an economical, solid-state unit of
proven perform ance, designed for general-purpose use in computing, m easurem ent,
simulation and control-system applications. It uses silicon semiconductors and features
low voltage-offset drift, low noise, and excellent common mode rejection. Since all
P-size Operational Amplifiers are physically interchangeable, operation of the Manifold
is by no means constrained to the general-purpose arena. More sophisticated or special
ized circuits may be composed by selecting other amplifiers from the broad Philbrick

family, which includes, among many others:
EP25AU for extrem ely high input impedance and sub-nanoam pere currant
offsets. (FET type).
EP35AU for low voltage-offset drift, low input cu rren ts, and high common
mode rejection.
EP45ALU for g reater output-current capability and enhanced stability
under capacitive loading.
EP65AHU for full output swing up to 80 kHz and rapid switching.
Their characteristics are listed on the chart in the Appendix.
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2. PUTTING THE RP INTO SERVICE
2.1 UNPACKING AND INSPECTION.
The RP Operational Manifold is shipped in a single corrugated cardboard carton,
which contains the Manifold with five P -size Operational Amplifiers and the power
supply already inserted in the receptacles, a pad of Circuit Record sheets, a copy
of the Philbrick Applications Manual for Computing Amplifiers, and a copy of this
manual. The Manifold is ordinarily equipped with walnut end bells, for use as a
bench-mounted unit; if ordered specifically for rack mounting , the
end bells are replaced by brackets that are punched to perm it securing the instru
ment in a standard 19-inch rack.
Unless otherwise specified in the purchase order, the RP is furnished with five
Type EP85AU Operational Amplifiers. Additional am plifiers, components, Opera
tional Plug-ins, or other accessories that may have been ordered in conjunction
with the RP Manifold, are packed separately.
The shipment should be inspected completely, as soon as possible after receipt, for
any evidence of shipping damage; perforated carton, dented or twisted chassis,
loose p arts, cracked or broken end bells, scratches, abrasions, should be called
to the attention of the c a rrie r at once, to substantiate any resultant claim for reim 
bursement.
2.2 CHECK-OUT PROCEDURES.
The user will require the use of an Oscilloscope with DC coupled vertical am plifier
with a sensitivity of 10 mV/cm or better, preferably with calibrated graticule, for
examining the input and output signal waveforms and levels during the test.
Make certain the DC power supply (accessible from below) is firm ly seated, the 0 .1ampere fuse is in place in the fuseholder on the rear panel, and that the five Operational
Amplifiers in the front panel are firm ly located in their receptacles. Plug the line cord
into a source of 115-volt (±10%), 50 to 400 Hz power, and press the AC pushbutton to ON.
Note: The power supply transform er, separately-m ounted inside the Manifold housing,
is equipped with a dual-prim ary winding which is normally parallel-connected, for
operation on nominal 115-volt power lines. When specified, the instrum ent is furnished
with the prim ary windings connected in s e rie s , for 208-250 volt line input. An appro
priate line plug must be installed locally, as all units wired for 230 volts are shipped
without line plug.
2.2.1 Power Supply Check
Read the following voltages on the jack field:
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6.3 volts AC between the two Violet jacks.
+15 volts between any Red jack and any ground (black) jack on the
Patch Panel.
-15 volts between any Yellow jack and ground jack.
The presence of correct voltages will indicate that the power supply is in operating
condition. If all are absent, check that AC line voltage is available at the source,
and that the fuse is intact, and properly inserted in the holder. If the fuse is blown,
replace it with one of the sam e rating; if the fuse blows a second tim e, do not replace
it, but disconnect the unit from the power line and refer to the section on Trouble Shoot
ing Procedures. If 6.3 VAC is present but +15 VDC and/or -15 VDC are absent, recheck
the seating of the power supply plug-in and see that there is no obvious damage to the
internal manifold wiring. If unsuccessful in restoring all three supply voltages, call
your Philbrick Field Office for assistance.
2.3 PERFORMANCE TEST PROGRAM.
To test both the Manifold circuits and the operating condition of the five Operational
Am plifiers, and to gain fam iliarity with the use of the new instrum ent, proceed as
follows:
2 .3 .1 Amplifier Balance.
Philbrick am plifiers such as Model EP85AU have a built-in rheostat with which the
voltage offset of the am plifier, an undesirable voltage appearing between its input
term inals, may and should be adjusted to zero. Mount resisto rs of 100 Q and 100 kft
on twin tip plugs with 3/4 inch spacing. Program Amplifier No. 1 to amplify its own
voltage offset by a factor 1 +
^ = 1001, as shown in Figure 2.1. Using a sm all
screw driver, turn the rheostat through its range (10 turns); the output voltage should
smoothly vary between several volts positive and several volts negative. After power
has been applied for at least ten minutes, carefully adjust the rheostat for zero output;
this leaves the am plifier ready for service. This procedure should be repeated each
week where am plifiers are perm anently committed to precision applications, or after a
drastic change in tem perature o r when an am plifier is recom m issioned after storage.
Where an application requires m ore stability than that of which a given am plifier may
be capable, it is necessary to check the balance before every reading or experiment.
SP-size am plifiers such as the param etric Model SP2A (but not SP65A o r SP65AH,
which do not have built-in balance controls) can and must be balanced in exactly the
same fashion, though it will be found that the range of adjustment is very much sm aller.
Balance the other am plifiers in sim ilar fashion after allowing them to warm up. To
allow am plifiers to rem ain warmed up without actually program ming them, leave them
in their receptacles with positive input grounded and negative input connected to output,
thus keeping them out of saturation.
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2.3.2 Static Test
Having established that an am plifier can be balanced, it is very unlikely that it should
not operate proporly in circuitry within its capability. The static test will prove this
and at the sam e time it will dem onstrate the summing point constraint to the novice
in the Analog Art.
Remove the 100 £2 resisto r from circuit 2.1 and install two 200 k£2 resisto rs, as shown in
circuit 2 .2 . Connect a lead from the free term inal of one of the 200 kS2 resisto rs to a
(red )+15 VDC jack. Observe that the output is -e ifR f\= -15 x 10P. ft = -7 .5 V.
\ Rj /
200 k
Also m easure the voltage between the am plifier's input term inals. If the m eter or
oscilloscope is sufficiently sensitive, a voltage of no more than 100 mV should be observed.
Next, install a lead from the free end of the second 200 k£2 resisto r to a (yellow) -15 VDC
jack. Observe the output voltage e =
-e 2^ = “ (+15 x
) - (“15 *
0, within the accuracy of the match between R i and R2. The voltage between the ampli
fier's input term inals again will be found to approach zero.
2.4 USING THIS MANUAL.
Because the capabilities of the Operational Amplifier find employment in every discipline
and every industry, and because the RP Manifold is a fundamental tool for exploration
and exploitation of those capabilities, this manual must considerately address itself to
an unusually diversified audience, extending not just from the beginning student in elec
tronic engineering to the Past M aster of the Electronic Analog A rt, but also reaching out
to embrace sim ilar ranges of user expertise in every walk of technological life. Past
Masters will require little more than the m aster schem atic diagram herein, and a per
functory review of the General Description of Section 1. Less-practiced users will find
Section 3, the General Rules for Using the RP Manifold, of assistance in developing
familiarity with the instrum ent, and with the principles of good housekeeping in Operational
circuits. Section 5 augments this fundamental information with ten specific examples of
Operational Amplifier C ircuits, selected both for their general usefulness and for maximum
diversity.
Students, members of the Electronics profession whose interests and activities have here
tofore been applied to other segments of the technology, and incipient converts from other
sciences, industries, professions, or branches of engineering, would probably find it
wise to refer initially to the Background Theory exposition in the Applications Manual for
Computing Amplifiers, Section 1. There they will find a reasonably complete introduction
to the art.
Due to the multiple objectives assigned to this test, the reader may encounter m aterial
that he considers excessively detailed, o r he may be troubled by what seem s to be cursory
treatment (or even omission) of some types. We tru st that he will bear with any over
simplification he finds (in the interests of a broader dissemination of the Analog mystique)
and that he will call upon us or the Bibliographical references, for G reater Amplification,
if needed.

Practical m atters concerned with sustaining the original level of perform ance of the
M anifold----routine maintenance, trouble-shooting, replacement p a rts, factory
assistance in repairs and replacem ents, consultation in design and de-bugging pro
blems ----are treated in Section 6, which also includes the m aster schematic diagram,
and lists of available accessories for the RP Operational Manifold.
As a general recommendation,, we suggest one quick, complete reading of this manual,
regardless of the present magnitude of your expertise, or cynicism , on the subject.
At w orst, it may serve as a refresher, and at best it may stim ulate your creative
centers. The State of the Art is still open to advancement, as of this writing.
2.5 INSTALLATION OF THE RP MANIFOLD IN PERMANENT OR SEMI-PERMANENT
SYSTEMS.
As normally procured, the RP is a bench-mounting unit, equipped with a pair of walnut
end-bells that facilitate bench handling of the instrum ent, as well as provide a profes
sionally-finished appearance. When the Manifold is to be incorporated into a larger
installation, it may readily be converted to a rack-mounting instrum ent, merely
removing four screw s that hold the end-bells in place, and substituting a pair of adaptor
brackets for the end bells, securing them with the same set of screw s. The adaptor
brackets are punched to accept rack-mounting hardware on standard spacing, and are
standard accessories, that may be ordered from stock at any tim e.
Installed in a standard 19-inch ELA relay rack, the Manifold occupies a panel height of
7 inches, and an over-all depth of 7 inches behind the rack, exclusive of cable allowances.
2.6 RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES.
Prolonged experience in the use of the RP Manifold in any laboratory will eventually
produce a collection of "proprietary" a c c e sso rie s----standard components, and com
ponent combinations, networks, complete Operational Circuit p lu g -in s----that have
been developed to expedite the construction and modification of Operational Amplifier
system s in the u ser's particular field of operation. As a starting point for such a
"library" of standard building blocks, and as a convenient source of basic hardware
for routine circuit interconnection, Philbrick has developed a series of Accessory Kits
for use with the Manifold, as well as a liberal selection of individual components
(mounted or unmounted) for general network construction. In the absence of a specific
program of activities for initial use of the Manifold, we recom mend that the user obtain
one Type MAK-2 Basic Hardware Kit, which provides the adaptors, shorting b ars, and
input/output leads used for direct interconnections, and a supply of uncommitted dual-tip
plugs, with set-screw s, for mounting individual components, and a Type CCK-U Computing
Component Kit, which provides assortm ent of unmounted re sisto rs, capacitors, zeners, and
diodes.
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In addition to the forementioned accessory kits, ocilloscope and m ultim eter,
the discipline to which the manifold is to be applied will dictate additional instruments
such as:
Stop watch for timing slow phenomena
Audio oscillator
Pulse or Function Generator
X-Y recorder or 'scope cam era
Resistance and Capacity Decades
Precision Voltage Source (standard cell)
Precision Volt M eter (DVM)
and, in most cases, a wider variety of resisto rs, capacitors and zeners, some to
0.1% or better tolerances, more hardw are, more diodes, several relays (reed relays
with 6 V, 1 mA coils are fine).
For specific applications, specialized am plifiers, e.g . FET, param etric or chopper
stabilized types, may be selected from the latest Amplifier Chart, and Non-Linear
Transconductors from Bulletin 6220. There also are switching networks such as
SPREL (for integrator set-run-hold switching), PT&H (for Track and Hold switching)
and PSU and PSL (upper and lower selector, respectively). Your local Philbrick Sales
Engineer or the Philbrick Applications Engineering Department will gladly advise you
in the selection of accessories for your individual requirem ents.

3. GENERAL RULES FOR USING THE RP MANIFOLD
3.1 Impedance Levels.
There are two conflicting constraints to consider in selecting the impedance level
at which a circuit will function:
(a)

To minimize all kinds of noise pickup, all kinds of leakage; the
effects of parasitic capacitances; and the effects of am plifier input
impedance and offset c u rre n ts ----the lower the impedance level,
the better.

(b)

To minimize loading of the signal source; loading of the am plifier;
loading of bias, reference, and am plifier supplies; to minimize the
effects of parasitic inductance, joint and contact re sista n c e s----the
higher the impedance level, the better.

In a majority of all applications, the first constraint dominates. In many circuits,
you have no choice. Here are a few rules of thumb:
(a)

20 kfi is the area of compromise; neither constraint operates there,
in general.

(b)

Circuits like Integrators, D ifferentiators, and F ilters, in which capacitor
leakage is often a problem , should be pushed downward in impedance level,
until the capacitors get unmanageably large, 10 juF being close to the
maximum.

(c)

Circuits should always be designed for the highest operating (full scale)
signal level (current or voltage) that they can handle, to minimize the
importance of all stray effects — within the am plifier ratings for voltage
and current output swing.

3.2 Noise Levels and Sources.
The influence of the power line as a source of conduit for noise has been minimized
by the design of the regulated DC Supply in the Manifold; however, it cannot be
completely ignored, since other instrumentation used in conjunction with the Manifold
may not be so guarded, and can introduce a considerable amount of pow er-lineoriginated interference. Signal generators, oscilloscopes, DC reference and bias
sources (other than the supply in the Manifold), chopper-stabilized "outboard" circuitry,
and other auxiliary equipment, particularly those equipped with local oscillators and
sw eep-generators, may also inject spurious signals.

f
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The significance of a given type and level of noise will, of course, depend upon the
particular Operational circuit, its application, and its sensitivity to interference;
other things being equal, its effect will be more pronounced when introduced in
earlier, lower-level stages. Shielding, guarding, by-passing, and filtering may be
req u ired ----applied either to the external equipment, or to the high-sensitivity
Operational Amplifier stages, or to the entire circuit, as dictated by the require
ments of the application. A quick check of the electrostatic and electromagnetic
noise field, using a sensitive, wide-band oscilloscope, can forestall the need for
extensive and expensive debugging in the development of a functional circuit. A
loop of wire of about the same circum ference as the length of the longest low-level
patch-lead is a good "probe" for electromagnetic field study, and a resistor connected
across the term inals of a shielded, high-impedance, low-capacitance Oscilloscope
probe will serve to study electrostatic noise. (The resisto r should duplicate the
impedance level at the lowest-level stage in your c ircu it.)
It is a good id e a ----even if the circuit seem s to work p ro p erly ----- to check the
noise level of each circuit "stage" (at some point that will tolerate loading, like the
Amplifier output terminal) with a sensitive, wide-band Oscilloscope. Remember
that noise energy at frequencies outside the closed-loop bandwidth of a circuit can
still overload its input stages.
Keep leads as short as possible. Avoid leakage paths through insulation other than air.
Space the manifold away from other equipment, using shielded, coaxial, or "twisted"
leads, properly grounded to the manifold, for interconnections between it and the
other instrum ents in the setup. Watch out for: flourescent lamps; unshielded power
transform ers; high-voltage supplies of any kind; AC power cords; contacts that
interrupt significant current or voltage; RF sources of any le v e l----even nearby
radio transm itters!
3.3 Dynamic Stabilization.
Because Operational Amplifiers always employ feedback, the possibility of dynamic
instability up to and including sustained oscillation, always exists. Whenever the gain
and phase-shift conditions around the loop favor instability at some frequency, the
circuit can oscillate at that frequency. This will ordinarily be the result of either a
conceptual oversight in designing the feedback network, or "stray" or unsuspected
circuit elements that significantly modify the network you think you have designed.
Though the true cause is sometimes extremely elusive, rem em ber that there is always
a way out. Refer to the Philbrick Applications Manual, particularly Section 1.43 and
1.44, for assistance, but rem em ber that no feed-back resisto r should be used without
some capacitor across it; 100 pF is typical for general purpose work.

r^ i
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3.4 Input Uncertainties.
If the circuit ie_achieving a true n u ll----"clean" of noise and drift, innocent of
overwhelming offset voltage or current, truly negligible in signal level compared
to the lowest input or output, then the battle is nearly won. If a good, true null
exists, the effective open-loop gain must be reasonably high, the am plifier must be
in its linear mode, and the summing point must really be obeying the ideal-case
conditions. If not, the circuit will never work properly, (unless it is an intentionally
non-linear circuit such as a crossing detector, m ultivibrator etc.)
In single-ended circuits, in which one input term inal is held near or connected to
ground, it is possible to check the null condition with a single DC-coupled, sensitive
Oscilloscope or electronic voltm eter. In differential circuits, it must be checked by
a true-differential instrum ent, or the instrum ent used must be buffered (isolated) by
a true differential am plifier.
Certain anomalies do not necessarily (or ever) show up in the null test. These
include:
(a)

Offset C urrent e rro rs, due to the am plifier input current flowing through
the external feedback impedances. In an Integrator, for example, this
effect can be distinguished by observing the output increase from zero
with no input voltage connected.

(b)

Leakage currents of any kind, from any source, flowing into or out of
the summing point.

(c)

Voltage offset e rro rs , caused by the currents that these offsets drive
through external impedances.

(d)

"S tray s"----resistive, reactive, or complex, unless they are coupling
noise into the summing point.

All the above-listed can be ferreted out by simple detective work . . . som etim es by
what physicians call differential diagnosis: " . . . if it's not this, then it must be th at."
Short the input signal te rm in a ls----what do you see? Ground the signal input
te rm in a ls----what happens ? Open the signal input p a th ----- what happens ?
Finally, calculate what should happen, from the characteristics of the am plifier
and the components, and check the production against the facts you m easure or
observe. Very often the clue pops up out of the calculation itself.
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3.5 Circuit Compatibility.
The rules for combining circuits are im plicit in the rules for making circuits:
(a)

Drive from low impedance into high.

(b)

Minimize noise and uncertainties by striving for the largest full-scale
levels attainable.

(c)

Avoid strays by using short leads, maximum separation, and guarding
of leakage paths.

(d)

Avoid undesired common im pedances----in ground returns, in powersupply lines, in lines from (or to) external equipment.

(e)

Read I. 28 - 1.31 of the Applications Manual for Computing Amplifiers.

3.6 Signal and Reference Sources.
When in doubt, use a battery. B atteries are generally stable, have lower noise,
are isolated from the line, and are physically convenient to hook up as signal or
reference sources. A good, fresh m ercury cell, after a few minutes of stabilization
at a current well within its rating, exhibits a stability of the order of a few PPM /hour.
If you need AC, of any waveform, the best bet, for the reasons just stated, is to
build up a simple battery-operated Signal Source.
If you must use line-powered instru m en ts----and often you m u st------be very careful
to ground them intelligently (see earlier discussions) and be very suspicious of their
spurious-signal content, such as:
(a)

low-level ripple and hum on higher or lower frequency signals.

(b)

amplitude and base-line drift, particularly in oscilloscopes and function
generators.

(c)

spikes and hash — often of very high frequency, and never mentioned in
the specifications.

(d)

distortion . . . particularly in ram ps and sine-waves.

(e)

ringing in pulses and square-waves.
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3.7 Boosters.
When necessary to deliver more current than may be obtained from a general-purpose
Operational Amplifier (designed prim arily for high voltage gain and economy of poweu
consumption), the designer can often use standard types having more power output.
Often, however, he must find some way to "boost" the current capabilities of any
amplifier without visibly deteriorating any of its other characteristics, notably its
closed-loop voltage gain and frequency response.
Model P66A may be used in the 10-pin upper receptacle for currents up to 100 mA
with external power supply or less within the ratings of the built-in power supply.
Philbrick also makes voltage boosters, which increase the output voltage range of
Operational Amplifier circuits, and also offers standard higher-voltage power supplies
to energize them. Information on both will be found in the Appendix.
3. 8 Bounding and Clamping.
"Bounding" means restriction of the output voltage to some assigned maximum, evan
when the input signal exceeds its assigned full-scale value (either polarity). In
practice, this is generally accomplished by use of a supplementary and non-linear
feedback circuit, such as shown in Reprint 40. Note that the ideal "bound" circuit is
dormant until full scale is reached, at which time it takes over the job of supplying
the feedback current necessary to balance the loop, at no significant increase in e.
So far as the am plifier is concerned, the output voltage could be restrained by a non
linear load, such as a zener diode connected across the normal load, or it could be
allowed to go to its own lim it, without permanent damage.
However, after an am plifier "saturates", i . e . , has gone off to a lim it, it can require
many seconds----even m in utes----- before it recovers its form er zero adjustment.
This is particularly true of chopper-stabilized designs, which may take 15 minutes to
regain summing point control, much longer to reestablish microvolt stability. Bounding
them is almost essential.
Bound circuits effectively eliminate the problem of recovery from overload by prevent
ing both the occurrence of overload and its consequences.
The ideal bound circuit would have an infinite "dormant" impedance below the critical
value of bound signal, and zero "active" impedance above that value . . . in fact, it would
resem ble in those respects an ideal zener diode. Since, for almost all applications,
both upper and lower bound lim its must be established (i. e . , both positive-going and
negative-going signals must be limited) a pair of such ideal zener diodes would have
to be used in the bound circuit. In applications requiring sym m etrical bound lim its,
one zener diode can be made to do the job if mounted in a diode bridge circuit.

3.9 Selecting Components.
If an am plifier's open-loop gain is high enough, the circuit behavior depends only
on the characteristics given it by the feedback netw ork----but: those characteristics
are only as good, and as dependably stable, as those of the components you choose.
Don't C h eat---- use accurate, stable, high-quality components!
Read Sections 1.32 - 1.36 in the Applications Manual for Computing Amplifiers . . .
and save yourself a lot of trouble, pain, and expense in the long run.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING PROCEDURES
Failure to Operate. (Includes failure.of Operational Circuit to perform , as well
as failure of operating potentials).
If 6.3 VAC is not present across the two violet jacks, check the obvious
possibilities: Line cord not plugged into AC line, line voltage not avail
able at correct value, 0 .1-am pere line fuse (in re a r fuseholder) blown;,
Power Supply not fully seated in its receptacle, AC power switch on
panel not in ON position.
b.

If the AC power is reaching the Manifold, and the line fuse is not blown,
check for positive and negative 15 volts at the red and yellow panel jacks.
(1) If 6. 3 VAC is present across the violet jacks and the positive and
negative 15 volts Is not present at the red and yellow jacks, proceed
to remove the patched in circuitry that could be causing these voltages
to be shorted. After eliminating the possibility of a short and the
DC voltages are still not present, the power supply should be removed
and sent to the factory for repair.
(2) If all potentials are present and correct, check the Operational Circuit
diagram for design e rro rs, and check the circuitry for correspondence
with the diagram.
(3) Check Amplifiers by substitution, if spares are available (shut off AC
power p rior to insertion or removal of am plifier).
(4) Check circuit component values.
(5) Check voltages at receptacle connectors.
If the fuse is blown:
(1) Check the Operational Circuits installed on the jack panel for inadvertent
shorts or overloads. If one is discovered, remove it, install a new
0 .1-am pere fuse in the holder, and check for restored operation.
(2) If no short or overload is discovered, or if the fuse does blow a second
tim e, disconnect all circuitry and external connections from the patch
panel, and remove all Amplifiers and plug-in modules from the recep
tacles. Insert a new 0 .1-am pere fuse in the holder, turn AC power on,
and check for the correct DC potentials at the red and yellow panel jacks.

n
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(3) If the DC potentials are restored in the previous step, monitor
both potentials and insert the five P -size Operational Amplifiers
successively into the receptacle at Position 1, shutting off the
AC power each tim e before inserting or removing the Am plifier.
Failure of the DC potentials when one particular Amplifier is
inserted indicates a defective Amplifier. (Do not attempt to
repair the Amplifier; it should be returned to the factory intact.)
Interm ittent, o r Sub-Standard O peration. This class of failures is one in which
the C ircuit functions, though unsatisfactorily, and there is no outright failure of
DC power.
Satisfactory O perations, with Random Interruptions or D epartures. Defects respon
sible for erratic operation (deviations not characterized by a detectable pattern) are
often difficult to locate. In m ost cases, the culprit is an internal flaw in the construction
of some component; less often, it is a poor contact in a jack or connector, and least
often it is a defective solder joint o r insulation path in the circuit wiring. Small
variations in an applied voltage, internal heating effects, changes in local ambient
tem perature o r humidity, oxidation, therm al expansion or contraction, vibration, and
other influences, are collectively and individually capable of activating the flaw, to
produce the momentary short o r open circuit, or alteration in value, that changes the
circuit param eters and thus alters the perform ance. Frequently, the altered conditions
are prone to rev erse alm ost instantly; the circuit thus hops from one mode to the
other, in a completely arbitrary m anner.
Isolation by substitution is the most effective technique for resolving interm ittent defects;
the plug-in construction of the RP Manifold makes the procedure reasonably convenient:
If possible, isolate the "stage" (that is, the particular am plifier position and its im m ed i
ately-related components) in which the interm ittency occurs.
Sub-Standard Perform ance. Among the reasons for unsatisfactory perform ance, other
than defective components and e rro rs in circuit setup, the following should be given
consideration:
a.

The response equation may include an e rro r, introduced during its
derivation.

b.

The equation may be correct, but may have lost (or gained) something in
the translation to an Analog design, because of some anomaly not allowed
f o r ---- leakage, offset, pickup, noise, etc.

c.

Remember that bounding, lim iting, speed of response, finite-gain e rro r,
stray capacitance, and other D epartures From The Ideal in practical
circuitry, will re stric t its perform ance. Scaling down, and compensation
in various form s, can extend the useful range, but the presence and magnitude
of these inhibiting factors must be recognized.

r~~->
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Figure 1-1. RP Manifold, Bench Model
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P H I L B R I C K cf> R E S E A R C H E S
ACCESSORY KITS FOR PHILBRICK SOLID STATE OPERATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
To facilitate the immediate application of Operational Instrum ents such as Model MP fouramplifier manifold by users who do not have extensive supplies of connection hardware and
computing components on hand, Philbrick offers "sta rte r kits" in both categories of access
ories. Also available are uncommitted plug-in component boards, with or without metal
cases, to fit the accessories sockets provided in these operational instrum ents.
Model MAK Connection Hardware Kit
Though several m anufacturers of electronic hardware offer a wider selection, the kit will
be found adequate to fully program four operational am plifiers and make external connec
tions.
Model MAK contains:
2 Shielded cable, twin tips-banana plugs 24 Plug, twin tips to tip jacks, red
(Component Mounting, set screws)
1 Shielded cable, twin tips-alligator clips
2 Plug, twin tips to banana jacks, black
12 Patch cord, tip-tip, assorted lengths
12 Shorting bar, m etal, twin tips
and colors

f
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Model CCK-U Computing Component Kit
Computing grade resisto rs and capacitors are provided as well as diodes and by-pass capac•"itorsr The tolerance of the computing componen ts,- 1% unless stated othe rw is e , was-ehoser
as the most reasonable compromise between accuracy and cost. While the am plifiers to be
programmed may be capable of better accuracy, 1% is adequate for most applications and
certainly for the evaluation of operational circuitry. Where the requirem ents justify their
additional cost, more accurate resisto rs or capacitors are available from a variety of manu
facturers and, in a lim ited range of values, from Philbrick.
Model CCK-U, contains the following components:
4 Diode 1N914
2 R esistor 1/2W met. film 200kS2
2 R esistor 1/2W met. film 499k&
2 Zener Diode 9. 5V, 5%
4 R esistor 1/2W met. film lMft
2 R esistor 1/2W met. film 100ft
2 R esistor 1W 2% comp 10MI2
2 R esistor 1/2W met. film lkS2
4
Capacitor mica 20% 100V lOOpF
2 R esistor 1/2W met. film 2kil
4 Capacitor mica 20% 100V lOOOpF
2 R esistor 1/2W met. film 4.99kI2
2 Capacitor polystyrene 100V . OImF
8 R esistor 1/2W met. film 10kI2
2 Capacitor polystyrene 100V . 1/xF
8 R esistor 1/2W met. film 20kI2
1 Capacitor polystyrene 100V ljuF
2 R esistor 1/2W m et.film 49.9kft
4 Capacitor, cer. 50V . lpF +80c
4 R esistor 1/2W met. film 100kS2
-
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Model CCK-M Computing Component Kit
The components of Model CCK-U are mounted on stackable twin-tip plugs, ready for inser
tion in Philbrick solid state operational instrum ents.
Models SP-0 and OSP-O Uncommitted Plug-in Boards
15-contact uncommitted plug-in boards, providing component space of approximately 3 x
c
2 x 1 inches, are available with metal case (model SP-O) or without case (model OSP-O)

